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Complete medical reference, many great sketches and diagrams. I am not
really a medical expert. I first noticed this medical reference at work
of a physical therapist (not an occupational therapist).! Seeing two
health-care specialists from different medical perspectives actively
using this book swayed me to look for it. When in a position to afford
the hefty cost, we discovered it worth it. This book carefully explains
the difference between fibromyalgia and myofascial discomfort syndrome,
with new results on the type of trigger points. The diagrams and
sketches acquired sufficient detail to understand, yet they were not
really crowded with an excessive amount of information. The text is
created for someone who knows anatomy, but I found myself able to find
out anatomy from reading the entries and searching at the detailed
diagrams and sketches, that have been not crowded. The "images" were not
obscured. Like I stated, it's worth every penny.I guarantee in the event
that you mention this set to any LMT, they'll be very acquainted with
it. Keeping Secrets The medical and pharmaceutical companies keep a
whole lot of useful information from the public. The Triggger Point
Manuals are the definitive texts on myofascial medicine. The trigger
factors of the upper body are explained, with their referral patterns,
along with why they can occur, and how to proceed about them. This
publication shouldn't be on your shelves--it ought to be in your hands!
At least fifty percent of the individuals in any general practice have
myofascial trigger points. If doctors, nurse practitioners, dentists and
physical therapists knew how this reserve could impact their practice
and their sufferers' lives, the publishers wouldn't normally be able to
keep up with the demand for this.Using these details, I was able to
learn effective methods to help reduce my husband's acute agony and
chronic suffering. Myofascial medication impacts every practitioner of
medicine. Every minute you may spend with this reserve will be worth the
time. extremely detailed, got the publication to greatly help with my
posture issue. I next saw this two-volume occur my neurologist's office.
The Bible for Bodyworkers Every bodyworker must have a copy of the.! A
must-have for LMT's My daughter is an authorized massage therapist and
was saving to purchase this set. Great price)) Five Stars Great book to
have -- the best source -- if you're thinking about this subject.!com in
a very reasonable price. This set is very highly recommended by massage
schools nationwide, including no-nonsense how-to's with direct
instruction. That is a assurance by both institutions and LMT's!This
reference also helped explain a concern to VA. It's an excellent
investment and will by no means become outdated. My child used several
techniques on her behalf patients the first week she received her
manuals, and offered great rest from their pain.. very detailed, got the
reserve to help with my .. Great price)) This IS "THE" Bible for
Therapeutic massage Therapist! Haven't had chance to finish the whole
book and I really believe i will have this reserve for the others of my
entire life to reference to. This book holds the key to many chronic



pain. These books are great reference books regarding to my spouse. You
will need to get exceeded some medical jargon, but these books enable
you to in on information that doctors either won't share or just have no
idea. The books are the holly manual for all therapists, its a must own
for certain. The illustrations are excellent as is the writing These
volumes give important information on the finer points of treatment This
2 volume set on Trigger Point therapy is groundbreaking for Treatmemt of
pain under western culture.! Excellent fast shipping Excellent fast
delivery ! She found them offered by Amazon. Highly recommend!! Great
Book Great book The illustrations are great as is the This will take a
year or more.
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